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0. Highlights

BOXCOIN – BXC

Fun, fair and secure decentralized BXC platform

BXC is a new concept of business platform that rewards people around the world with 

free mining and rewards from each country, private companies, and blockchain 

companies through sponsorship and support for companies that mine asteroids with 

satellites.

BXC sponsors and supports private companies through mined coins and will be a means of payment 

for all areas of life, including shopping, food, hotels, and so on. Also games, metaverse.It expands 

areas such as NFT and provides free compensation for air drops.

Goals for the future

The goal of the future is to completely develop into a mainnet blockchain with a free mining compensation 

platform, a project that pursues everyone's happiness. It also plans to donate and support to NGOs such as the 

environment for social sharing, starvation, and UNICEF.

Definite use and business model

As the coin platform becomes more active, the demand for BXC is expected to increase as well

- Coin Platform for Online Use

- Shopping malls, food, hotels, games, cultural contents, etc

- Metabus, NFT
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1. Executive Summary
The online coin market is gradually expanding. Coin is increasing the number of platforms that can be used in everyday 
life, and the use in everyday life is gradually expanding. BXC is a new concept coin mining system for free.

First, Reverse ICO

BXC is developing and partnering to expand and revitalize the coin market by investing in various content business 
groups.

- Gaming and cultural content
- Shopping
- NGO organization
- The global warming industry
- The eco-friendly bio industry
- Social media
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Second, a reward system for all participants

COMPANY

BXC shares revenue with all participants 
based on revenue generated from the 
platform, which drives the platform to 
become active. MARKETER

CONTENTS

PROVIDER

COMPANY: Sponsorship and investment of space miners

COIN HOLDER: PoS Mining Compensation

MINER: PoW Mining Rewards

MARKETER: Rewards for publicity and user influx

CONTENTS PROVIDER: Revenue distribution proportional

to content revenue.
MINER

COIN

HOLDER

Third, where to use and business model

Using 'COIN MAP', we will guide you where you can pay coins around the world on the map. You can zoom in and out 

like Google Maps, and you can register your store and promote it for free. If 12,021 places are possible in Japan 

compared to about 25,000 places, there are probably many times more places that can be paid without being 

registered. In this developing environment, BXC can enter and withdraw as long as it has a wallet address on the 

International Bibox Exchange.

Fourth, securing fairness and reliability through blockchain

BXC secures reliability and stability by applying blockchain and cryptocurrency. RANDOM SEEDS generation data used 

in daily life are imported from the BXC main network. The main network is open and transparent as a blockchain 

system, blocking the possibility of data manipulation by content providers. In addition, the blockchain system data 

used to create RANDOM SEEDS is disclosed to everyone, and all deposit and withdrawal data are recorded in the 

blockchain, making it fundamentally impossible to embezzle, providing transparency and stability to coin users.

BOX
COIN
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Fifth, providing convenience in deposit and withdrawal through cryptocurrency 
and minimizing fees
BXC provides convenience of deposit and withdrawal by using cryptocurrency and minimizes fees. The deposit and 

withdrawal fee through the existing bank was very high and the process was complicated. In addition, transactions 

through banks have no privacy because all data is exposed. By using cryptocurrency, BXC provides the most reliable 

privacy, namely anonymity, along with minimal fees, convenience of deposit and withdrawal.

BXC will grow rapidly with the five unique advantages mentioned above. The value of BXC coins will also continue to 

grow. BXC, where all participants share profits with all members within a win-win platform, will open a new horizon 

for the space mining industry.
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2. Market Overview

Space Mining Market Analysis

U.S. asteroid resource development startup AstroForge has attracted $13 million worth of investment from Initialized 

Capital and others, TechCrunch recently reported. The investment will be used to build demonstration satellites to 

demonstrate asteroid mining technology.

Mineral asteroid '16 Psyche' virtual image. Photo Source = Capture NASA Home Page

The company plans to send rockets to asteroids between 20 meters and 1.5 kilometers in diameter to mine resources 

such as platinum and iridium. Their mining technology is known to require a strong vacuum and zero gravity. Small 

asteroids often have no gravity.

They plan to use small satellites weighing less than 200 kilograms. It has partnered with Ofastro, which provides 

satellite launch and operation services for demo satellite production. It has also reserved seats for satellite launches 

on SpaceX's Falcon 9 rocket, which will be launched sometime next year.

Asteroids have recently drawn attention as a repository of new resources. Market research firm Braini Insight 

predicted that the space mining market will grow 19.98% annually and reach $420 million by 2030.
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High Return Rate

The BXC returns additional revenue from various fees and lower operating costs to the user at a high rate of refund.

It provides a higher refund rate than conventional coins to prevent users from leaving.

Low Service Fees and Flexible Deposit/Withdrawal

BXC is a structure in which cryptocurrency is directly deposited and withdrawn without going through banks, credit 

card companies, or payment agencies. This minimizes unnecessary fees.
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3. Incentive System of the BOXCOIN
The BXC structure design process requires a large number of components to add content quickly, function properly, 

and activate the platform. Developers, marketers (marketing and promotion), platform operators, and users. And the 

additional roles on the platform are coin holders and miners.

CONTENTS PROVIDERS

Content providers refer to all companies and people who develop platforms, games, and smart contracts. 

Content providers automatically earn rewards in proportion to content usage. Independent content providers can 

leverage the payment and account management APIs and SDKs provided on the platform to easily and quickly link 

their content to the BXC, retain intellectual property rights to the content, and receive promised rewards.

MAKETING AFFILIATES

Marketing Affiliates refer to anyone who brings new participants into the BXC. The activities of independent 

marketers in decentralized systems are critical to platform activation. BXC will be compensated for some of the profits 

from new members when both users and professional marketers are introduced into the marketer. Compensation for 

these marketers is correlated with cumulative inflow contributions and marketers' BXC holdings.

COIN HOLDERS

Coin holders can participate in PoS mining and contribute to the blockchain to receive compensation.

USER

Users can purchase goods and contents on the platform with various cryptocurrencies. However, you can receive a 

certain percentage of mileage BXC through Smart Contract only if you purchase with BXC.

MINERS

Miners easily install applications and participate in mining and earn mining rewards.
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Blockchain Development Schedule
As an alternative to high energy consumption due to existing coins' Proof of Work mining, we have solved the 

problem of energy efficiency in the blockchain creation and network certification process by Sunny King's Prime Coin 

and its developers and papers.

BXC uses a hybrid proof method that combines Proof of Work and Proof of Stake for blockchain creation and network 

maintenance. After a certain number of blocks are mined, the Proof of Work mining process ends, and after that, only 

Proof of Stake mining is used to maintain the network and confirm the transaction. This period is divided into three 

phases, as shown below, with periods of 6 months, 1 year, and approximately 5 to 10 years, respectively.

(1) Proof of Work Phase : Create BOXCOIN, Mainnet Blockchain & Network Test

Generates Genesis blocks through a proof of equity mining process. As soon as the Genesis block is created, the BXC is 

generated from the BXC Platform, and the blockchain data on the Mainnet is continuously generated.

Proof of Work Phase will be completed in a total of 6 months. BXCs generated in individual periods are used 

separately according to the period and quantity. Anyone can check the information about the coins through the 

blockchain data inquiry site that will be provided later.

(2) Ice Age Phase : Distribute BOXCOIN, Maturing Blockchain Data

Distribute BXC through BXC's free mining system. Increase maturity through continuous mining to protect the 

increasing number of BXC transfers and blockchain data that record retention. Block rewards during the Ice Age Phase 

are accumulated in the network memory pool during the time a block is created, and the sum of the transaction fees 

accumulated (minimum 0.00001) is distributed as rewards for each transaction.
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(3) Pure Proof of Stake Phase : POS Distribute, Maturing Proof of Stake User

Memory Pool

At the end of BXC distribution and POW data block maturity, BXC holders can receive POS interest through their 

respective BXC wallets. The BXC should not be stored and used in the wallet.

By passing the Ice Age period, BXC will be mature for the transition to maintaining the Proof of Stake stake proof 

network in blockchain systems while laying the foundation for planned ecosystem development projects. Proof of 

Stake proofing processes do not require many hash results to generate blocks, and they have a fully distributed 

environment and autonomy.

Proof of Stake equity proof ensures minimal benefits for all equity holders. If you have a coin without using it, you 

can receive some compensation through the Mining algorithm of Pure Proof of Stake Phase.

More details and schedule of coin issuance will be released before ICO.
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4. Coin Sale%

Investors : 40%

Mining : 25%

Team : 15%

Market operation : 10%

Consultants and long-term
Partners

Airdrop : 2% 

BNB, SmartChain, BEP-20

Token Name: BoxCoin

Token Ticker: BXC

Token Market Price: 0.001U

Total Supply: 210000000000BXC

Distribution Supply: 110000000000BXC
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5. Principle of Public Openness

We will sell public tokens and maintain platform development.

We proceeded with blockchain, marketing, promotion, and the characteristics of this project from the beginning. We 
guarantee that the development and development of the platform will also be transparently disclosed.

To achieve these points, we follow the following methods.

• We will create a global, multilingual and diverse community, leading to open discussions and sharing new news.

• We will regularly post the progress of our project every month, and through this, we will disclose whether it 

matches the roadmap.

• We will continue to inform the community of all important decisions, other news, business platform models, and 

modifications.

• Any task will be notified of the deadline for the work.

• We will open the code to the public and apply the bug discovery reward program.

• We will help solve the problems of all participants by organizing a multilingual help desk.

• I will create a blog as an intermediate medium and post information about the project.

• Accessibility and key points of the project will be communicated between the project team and the community.

• I will inform you about the new exchange list.

• In the course of the project, we inform you that there is openness and public responsibility.
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6. Disclaimer

We have prepared this white paper for reference purposes to provide specific information about the coins we are 

planning. Not only is this white paper not about encouraging you to invest in platforms, it's totally irrelevant. And since 

this white paper is prepared and provided as of the time of creation, it does not guarantee that anything in the white 

paper, including its conclusion, is accurate and valid until the future date.

Nothing in connection with this White Paper will state and guarantee you accuracy, and we will not be liable for it. For 

example, a white paper is written in accordance with legitimate rights and does not infringe on third-party rights, does 

not guarantee that it is commercially valuable or useful, that it is suitable for your purpose, and that it is free from errors 

in its contents. Of course, the scope of liability exemption is not limited to the above examples.

In any case, including when you refer to or base this white paper on your own decisions and other actions, the 

consequences are entirely on your judgment, complaining of profit or loss. In other words, even if you suffer damages, 

losses, debts, or other damages by using this white paper, the does not cover compensation, compensation, or other 

liability.

This document is intended for informational purposes only and is not a means to sell equity or securities.

BOXCOIN does not guarantee control.

Owning a BXC coin does not imply that you are the owner or property of the BOXCOIN Foundation, BOXCOIN, or other 

services and contents.

Even considering accepting community feedback and feedback, BXC tokens do not authorize BXC token owners to 

participate in any decision or to develop our platform.

BXC coins are used to purchase or participate in merchandise or contribute to loyalty programs within the platform.

It does not guarantee profit or return.

Examples of profit or revenue generation calculations in this document are intended to provide a logical basis or to show 

the average of the industry. Actual progress results and figures in this document may differ and are not guaranteed.

Regulatory uncertainty

Blockchain-related technologies are subject to supervision and other global regulatory agencies. All coin-related actions, 

such as the use of BXC, may be illegal depending on the country and region to which the investor belongs.

And investors are responsible for all risks and can't demand any compensation from themselves. This applies to countries 

that already have legal restrictions on cryptocurrency, including the United States, China, Singapore, and Korea. Citizens 

and residents of these countries should consider participating in coin trading more carefully.
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BOXCOIN is not an investment product.

BXC is not an official or legal investment. Due to uncertainty about the future, the points presented in this document 

may change. While the points and objectives set out in this document are what we intend to do, any person or 

organization that intends to purchase a BXC must be aware of the risks and take them.

The risk of loss of investment

Funds collected during the coin sales process cannot be protected through insurance. If funds collected in 

cryptocurrency lose value, there is no public private insurance to restore them.

The dangers of using new technologies

Cryptocurrency like BXC is new and relatively untested technologies. These unpredictable problems can arise, as well 

as those mentioned earlier. These problems and risks will arise in a form other than the one mentioned here.

Disclaimer of Warranties

The use of BXC should be fully understood, agreed, and exempted from all responsibilities that the user is responsible 

for. I understand and agree that the user is solely responsible for the use of the issued BXC, and I must clearly 

indemnify and those involved from all responsibilities.

The issued BXC will be sent to you without any implied warranties of merchantability or any express or implied 

warranties of suitability, integrity, etc. for a particular purpose. Some countries or regions do not allow you to exclude 

certain warranties, so some of the above exclusions may not apply to you.


